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Subject: SOVIET-BLOC INTELLIGENCE
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Enclosed is a memorandum summarizing recent.
significant develo pments and trends uncovered in our
Investigations of Soviet-bloc officials and establishments.

!lost of the information in the enclosure was
secured from highly placed informants, and it is requested,
therefore, that these data he retained in confidence.
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upon removal of higher classified enclosure.
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Translatiwi from the Russian

"Sovetskaya Rossia" 26 May 1960

Criminal Bolicv Raised to Lag

T
ruth about subversive activities of the United States

against the Soviet Union.

Condemn the aggressors I Shame to agents provocateurs
0,f) 6,61t

The whole world is indignant on subversive activities of the

United States directed against the Soviet Union. But official
representatives of the United States insteed'of FotaxmandzbEgx

condemning spy flights of their aircraft are making provocative

threatening speeches.

+hese speeches show th§t the Government of the United States

had deceived public opinion pretending that that government

wanted a summit meeting. As a matter of fact it (the US

Government) showed its beast grin of an imperialistic beast

of prey. The Soviet Union put the question of aggressive

activities of the United States before the UNO Security Council.

" ... We are cooling hot headed supporters of the "cold war", "

said N.S. Rhrushchev at the Berlin ralley on May 20 referring

to this point. The whole our people wholeheartedly agree with

these words of the head of the Soviet Government.

But American ruling circles altghough driven into corner

try to elude, to run away from the resposnsibility (for their

deeds). US Representative in the Security Council Lodge

asserts that spyf lights of American aircraft above the territory

of the Soviet Union do not represent "national policy of the

United States."



No, Mr. Lodge t No, sirs - American leaders ! Your

whole "national policy" is a policy of provocations,

espionage and subversion against peace. Do ypu want

to get the facts ? We are publishing today the material

about this policy. There are just facts without those

florid words by which you cover your perfidy.

Justification of imprudence and plan "X".

In few days after becoming President Eisehhower announced

in so-called Wakingtax " Washington Charter " that he

intended to carry out the policy of " interference into

(internal) affairs of other countries", where , in his words,

"human freedom (liberty) and rights were temporarily lost".

The Soviet Union and people democracy nations were labeled

as belonging to this category.

8o the principle of non--interference - the Most important

principle of international law, was repuliated. In order to

explain their actions ruling classes of the US mobilized

science which got the task to justify this motitclamx

rejection of the principle of non-interference. Well known

WRIMill= representatives of Western internatipnal law

Je s sep , ,̀D3tif	 0 Kelzen 0.1,4(cL3p9	 kuntz (r 1.47(1,&

and others accepted this dirty job



American sociologist Professor Burnham openly atpealed

to the rejection of the principle of non-interference.

In his book Struggle for world domination * he urged

the United States to " completely reject this principle

which became now an empty formula having no sense."

Burnham reflecting interests of monopolists of Wall Street,

wrote that Americ-an capitalism must start an offensive

along the whole froht. This should be done by employing

conspiracies, subversion, bribe, local war and, finally,

even a total war if necessary. Subversive political action

against communism, Burnham insists, would secure victory

quicker than a direct armed attack.

Such views are spreading in USA government citcled ; the

famous plan "X" is based on these views. The essence ILI'
&w)(4

this plan is to entangle the whole world by a dense network

of espionage, terroristic and subversion organizations
operating
matking according to directives of American intelligence

service. These groups woula carry out subversive work

attaining to overthrow governments and regimes unwanted

by American imperialism.

The ruling circles of the USA evidently decided to put

plan "X" systematically in practice. They do not care

*The Struggle for the World by James Burnham, The John Day Co,NY
/Translator's note/



They do not care about a noticeble softening of international

tensions, nor about world public opinion nor the conscience

of the peoples. A good example of that is provocative flights

of their aircraft over the territory of our country, sending of

spy Powers.

C nop644A-J

A Foul	 Law.

In 1951 Mutual Security Act was adopted. What does represent

this so c,alled law ? Its adoptioh (voting ) by the US Congress

is not an isolated, unique act of American foreign policy. This

law is a part, a link, of whole foreign policy of ruling circles

of the USA.

During the debate in Congress Senator Kersten introduced

an amendment which was adopted. Consequently l para, chapter

--,,,--
101 of this bill 4 100 millionyprovided to finance "any selected

persons who reside in the Soviet Union, Hungary, Caechoslovakia,

4-itaigary, Rumania, Bulgaria, Albania, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia•"

In this way the Mutual Security Act of 1951 put i as its goal

the use of trAors and other criminal elements which were ready

for dollars to carry out tasks assigned by their American

masters.
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The following statement of Senator Kersten showes

tenuine aims of ruling circles of the USA : E... MY

arendment foresees (provides) a possibility of rendering

aid to underground organizations which perhaps do exist

in these countries or may appear there.

This bill evidently aimed at putting in practice

subversive activities in the USSR and in people democracy

countries by means of recruting spies, diversionists,
selected

intelligence agents, murderes and terrorists maxxxitmi from

traitors and betrayers.

special administration representing an enormous

apparatus with many employees was created to carry out

these tasks.

According to American press "there are so many Bederal

employees abroad thPt they can form more than 15 divisions."

By adopting this law the Amerirsin Government had
/.

evidently violated the norms of international law which

have been universally acC- epted. It vilified AVOilo tif/S3&

prihciples of respect of national (state) souvereighty on

which the UNO Charter is based.



BILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR SECRET WAR

US Congress grants tremendeous amount of money for

subversive activities against the Soviet Union. This

is a unheard attack on the sovereighty of independent

nations.

So called Reserve Fund of President of the US which

consists of several hundreds of dollars provides also

money for espionage, subversive activities and anti-Soviet

propaganda.

The newspaper "mews ChroniCkle" tells a-bout activities
of the Central Intelligence Agency and its head " a professi-

nal spy who devoted his whole life to this matter " - Allen

Dulles in the artic,le # The tspionage Network of America

and the kan who Directs it.".

"Tine by time" says article," Allen Dulles reports

about his activities in Russia to congressional committees

behind closed doors..." The writer of this ZaPate

pruer. Rothwell ( 419C' Q17T1 3A) stresses that the
secret budget of the CIA reaches one billion a year and

that the number of employees consists of several tens

of thousands.

American monopolists also provide tremendeous amounts

of money directly to the intelligence service. As "US News

and World Reports" admits only the biggest monopolies of the
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USA - Dupont, Mellon and others allocate $ 300 million

annually to various reactional organizations - which are
branches
boohoo of American intelligence service and which are

engaged in subversive activities against Socialist countries.

Such organizations include, for instance,' Tolstoy Foundation,
press

Ford Foundation and others. American pacr pointed out many

times that the US spends for these aims billions dollars

annually.

WHO HAVE BEEN RECRUITED BY THEIR INTELLIGENCE -SERVICE

In the post-,war period American intelligence authorities

initiated a wide program of recruitment of spies and diversionists

among those traitors and other apostates who had ran from

people democracy countries.

US Permanent #epresentative in Security Council Henry Lodge -

- who had occupied a high position in American intelligence

service in the past, - proposed that 25 thousand "refugees"

should be recruited annually for five years. /t is known

that Lodge personally inspected in New York the first contigent

of these recruits.

What degree'of hypocrisy must possess Mr. Lodge if he was

able to assert the world public opinion with most innocent

look that the United States " did not commit any aggressive

act against the Soviet Union.."



scope
Even American press itself writes about enormous intlepfe

of (America) subversive activities against the Soviet

Union. "Nation's Business2 - a Chamber of Commerce publica-

tion - observed :

" we have beeh preparing spies, diversiohists, (and)

specialists of most dangerous types of pasychological

=earn warfare. They are trained how to infiltrate

Russian enterprises in order to pump ( c°T4e ) out
..."

some secrets. They learn how to blow bridges, RR stations

and military plants. They have at their disposal secret

means of communication and they are able to report what

they saw and heard. They penetrate into densenly populated

areas and they spread there alarming rumors."

Among those espionage-subversive organizations which

are on Americ-an payroll should be named " Souyz Bor8by

za osvobozhdeniye narodov Rossii" /§BONR)*, which harbors

traitors of Soviet Motherland, "Liga Bor t hy za narodnuyu

svobodu" **, where a shadow from the past (4014,44A 0,07(4)

Kerensky and a former cirman of the Constituonal Assembly

were active for long time, "Russkoye Narodnoye Dvizhenie" ***,
gibe.

"N,arodno-Trudovoy Soyuz" axdoc etc. Only those agents who

were paid by Americans remained in these organizations.

* The Union of Struggle for Liberation of the Peoples of Russia.

** The League of Struggle for Peoples Freedom

*** Russian National Movement

Alliance
**** The i4National Laborhallw06(N.T.S•)

/Translator's note/



FACTS DO Accusg *

and subversive activities (raz-xedyvatel t no--diversionnye voiska),

designed to conduct "secret war". These troops designed for

operations on the territory of the USSR and other Socialist

countries. Their number will be raised to 12,000.

The United States Information Agency had spent* 300 million

in three years (1956-1958) for organization of subversive

propaganda abroad.

An American monopolies' publication "US. News and World Report"

wrote that " a murder is a decisive weapon in Eastern Europe.

This weapon can be also applied by local guerrillas".

PtIscists of all colours, traitors and renegates, criminal

elements - that is the "material" with help of 4ich the

inspirators of the policy from the "position of strength"

try to accomplish their adventerous plans.

In the USA the following agancies have been engaged into

tntelligence and subversive activities against the Soviet Union :
Department of

CIA ; Atomic Commission ; Special Administration - MR Arn$ ;

Special Administration - Department of the Navy : Special Administ-

ration - Department of Air Force : Spec. Adm. State Department; USIA,

x About 40,000 employees work for the CIA only.

Ix American soldiery had created special troops for intelligence
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THEY TRAIN DIVERSIONISTS HERE.

American intelligence service has been intensively prepairing

cadres of spies and diversionists both in its own country abd

abroad, on territory of certain (foreign) states.

Some institutionSfor high education as Columbia, Rqrvard,

Pennsylvania and other universities train persons of American

nationality in the same way as• special CIA schools do.

The main subject in these special schools is the Bussian

language. After their graduation (would-be) agents get

fictitious biographies which they supposed to know by heart

in smallest detail. Customs of given country are also studied.

The widest net of training centers for espionage-subversive

activities is located in Western bermagy. They train also

espionage agents in a number of other countries, for instance

in Sweden and Turkey. iimusx So called "guerrilla courses" -

i.e. courses for spies and diversionists i operate in these

countries under supervision of American instructors. These

agents are trained to be inazzismzbaseddix thrown into the

Soviet Union and people democracy countries.

Hundreds million dollars have been pumped over from taxpayer

pockets to maintain in Western Europe numerous groups which

• 1 . 9
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intelligence
are engaged under supervision of American tmcbtxmlummxx

service into subversive activities against the Socialist

Camp.

Friendly hospitality rendered by FRG (West Germany) to

such organizations as "American Committe for Liberation"

in Munich which publishes dirty anti-Soviet pamphlets is

incompatible with universally accepted norms of international

law and with normal relations between xjAma states.

Amerio,an soldiery has been prepairing its army for

aggressive war against the ,USSR and people democracy countries.

A special department for unconventional warfare was

established in the "inistry (Department) of Defense.

This special department is in charge of "special forces"'

as well as "special groups" formed from the emigre scum (otrebi

A special Anglo-Russian conversation guide for US Army

needs was published. This guide book is similar to that

which was published by the Hitlerites before theirattack

on the USSR-.

In Ford Meade, Md a special school training occupational

cadres for US Army was created. Particular attention has

been given there to studies of the Soviet Union.
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American "special forces" go through special "combat

training" which train them how to operate as small isolated

groups mbriiimigmom consisting of 10 - 15 men and how to carry

out various subversion tasks (diversii).

In New York City is located the Coordinating ienter for

direcAsion of subversive work against the USSR,. Its name

is "Amerig,an Committee for Liberation of Peoples of Russia."

According to American press a new organization was created

in the beginning of February 19571 ft is also engaged in
subversive activities against the USSR and people democracy

counties. This organization - "Citizen (grazhdanskii)

• Committee on Foreign Policy" appeals in its proclamations

for an intensification of subversive activities ( diversii)

against the USSR.

NO FASTIDIOUSNESS (Ne brezguya nichem)

Nothing can stop American imperialists when they are

organizing espionage, subversion acts (diversti) and terroristic

acts. For instance , in order to be able to carry out their

subversive workd against the USSR and people democracy

countries, they use various official international organizations)

branches of big American banks abroad, etc.
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itn important role in subversive and espionage work

against time countries of the democratic (Communisj) camp

has been played by the (American) propaganda apparatus with

its numerous branches. The USIA was created as its central body.

Its practical work has been done in general by a system of radio

stations united into "Voice of America". The VOA erupts lies

and slender in 41 languages for 24 hours a day. USIA informa-

tion centers which are alperating in 79 countries do the sane

job.

The USIA controls 73 regular periodicals, more than 6,000

Movie installations, and a number of specially selected movie

pictures. The agency supplies more than 10,000 newspapers in

various countries b with its propaganda material.

A lot of "private" organizations both "American" and

"international" have also been engaged in subversive activities

against countries of the camp of Socialism. The biggest of

them is the "National Committee for Struggle for Free Europe*

which was andmidis founded by American intelligence service.

This "Committee" operates the radio—center "Free Europe".

"Free Europe" broadcasts criminal propaganda to all Europpan

countries using its 21. radio stations.

A literal translation from the Russian	 Translator's note/



A special role in espionage-subversive activities against

GDR (East Germany) plays an American radio station in Western

Berlin - TRW". The political department of "RIAS" tries to

organize its espionage network on the territor$ of GDR (Germanekaya

Demokraticheskaya Respublika - East Germany). They send iduorg

to (East Germany) so called " correspondents" whose task is

to collect espionage information and to organize subversion

work (diversii) and sabotage.

A special department in the USIA is responsible for making

dirty forged documents. Some traitors and betrayers who had

flown from the Soviet Union and from mmmxtriomaxmat people

democracy countries in different periods of time, are working

in this department.

This office of misinformation and malicious slander has

cooked recently such sensational "news" as a "Kremlin's plan

to enslave the African continent". The USIA - this dirty

kitchen of lies and slanders-is headed by one of "theorists"

(ideologists) of American imperialism - George Allen.

widely spreaded network of various "institutes" and

"committees" operate under direction of the USIA. They are

engaged in recruiting bandit cadres, sending spies and

diversionists to peaceloving countries and forming an "army"

for aggressive North Atlantic bloc.
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ESPIONAGE FROM THE AIR

It is very difficylt (now) for American intelligence service

to send its agents across land and marital borders of the USSR.

The borders of our couhtry are well looked. Thus the USA

began to throw tint spies from the air space. American aircraft

violated our state frontier and landed American agents

in night time , from high altitude, under the cover of clouds
%c 7

and fog. But even these methods did not work : the agents

were caught.

American aircraft tried many times to make reconoitre over

our borders. American civilian and military aircraft violated

the air space of the USSR 113 times only in 1953-1956 years.
balloons

Moreover: American intelligence service had launched txuanar to

air space of the Soviet Union and people democracy countries.

These balloons were made from Alimmixii chlorvinil (dhlorvinilovoy)
carrying power

envelope they had diametr up 15 meters and 0130211044)0321X11094C up
A

650 kilogrames. They were also 121 equiped with automatically

operating photo-movie apparatus for taking pictures of locality,

(mestnost 1 ), radio-transmitters, radio-receivers, etc. These

balloons carried also numerous leaflets containing various

provocative slogans and appeals, and explosives for sabotage

and setting fire.
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&ring the period from May 1954 to December 1956

420,000 balloons with hundreds million leaflets had

been sent. When these balloons collided with aircraft

in the air or when they reached the ground they caused

many times accidents, exploisions and fire in which human

lives were lost.

RECENT EVENTS 

American intelligence service shifted now to collecting

espionage data from aircraft flying on high altitude.

Umerican) Air Force sad intelligence commandos and Air Force

units are equiped for this purpose with most mcidern

reconnal0/sance tools. Modern American aviation industry
has

signicantly knom been producing majority of aircraft - both

fighters and bombers - aiso as a reconaissance type plane.

9maniXidwom Lockhead 13-2 which was piloted by Powers and

knocked down by Soviet rocket units was one of those military

reconnaissance planes.

American intelligence authorities use a wide network of

US Air Force bases on foreign territories in order to

organize espionage flights into the USSR.
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Many of these bases are located in Norway, Danemark,

England, West Germany, North Africa, Spain, Italy, Greece,

Turkey, :Pakistan, Japan. Intelligence teams and units of

US Air Force have been permanently stationed there as well

as " research " (issledovatel i skie) airplanes which carry

out espionage missions.

US Intelligence service intensifies its activities in

developing spying satellites (sputnikov) of the tarth.

They work along the 'Samos" project which provides a

complex machinery of photo-TV, infrared and radiodirection

finding apparatus (radiolokatornye ustanovki).

On May 24 the USA launched from tnaveral,	 Fla an artificialo

earth-satellite - "MAW, itigit weight two and half tonnes.

This satellite had a special apparatus for collecting

military intelligence data. it is now widely adverised

in the US as a "spy in sky"/ . This name symbolizes the

program of current American policy. The US Air Force announced

that the satellite "entered the orbit" but that they could

not figure exactly its place dte to some defects in calculation

instruments. "
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This is the truth about criminal activities of the

United States directed against the Soviet Union.

kmodipmaddickescbc No hypocritical * talks about

(American) peaceful disposition can hush up the facts.

A. firadov

Docent of the International Law,

Moscow State Institute of International

Relations, MS **, Legal Sciences

("Sovetskaya Rossia", 26 Nay 1960, page 3.)

* In Russian "eleinye" - oleaginous (talks)

** In Russian " kandidat" - candidate

/Translator's remarks/

l.1


